SAINT CHRISTOPHER AND NEVIS
STATUTORY RULES AND ORDERS
No. 39 of 2014
Merchant Shipping (Training, Certification, Safe Mannig, Hours of Work and
Watchkeeping) (Amendment) Regulations, 2014
In exercise of the powers confirmed by section 108 of the Merchant Shipping Act, Cap.
7.05, the Minister responsible for Maritime Affairs makes these Regulations;
[Published 6th November 2014, Official Gazette No. 49 of 2014]
1.

CITATION.

These Regulations may be cited as the Merchant Shipping (Training, Certification,
Safe Manning, Hours of Work and Watchkeeping) (Amendment) Regulations, 2014.
2.

Interpretation.
In these Regulations“principal Regulations” means the Merchant Shipping (Training, Certification, Safe
Manning, Hours of Work and Watchkeeping) Regulations, No. 17 of 2012.

3.

Amendment of Regulation 2.
Regulation 2 of the principal Regulations is amended by
(a) replacing the definition of the expression “appropriate certificate” with the
following
“ “appropriate certificate” shall be construed as having its natural and ordinary
meaning as exemplified in Article VIII(3) of the Convention, specifically,
within these Regulations it means:(a) in relation to Saint Christopher and Nevis ships, a certificate or
endorsement attesting to the recognition of a certificate issued in
accordance with the provisions of these Regulations entitling the
lawful holder thereof to serve in the capacity and perform the
functions involved at the level of responsibility specified therein on
a ship of the type, tonnage or power and means of propulsion
indicated by the endorsement while engaged on the particular
voyage concerned; or
(b) in relation to other ships, a certificate issued under the Convention
as noted under Articles VI and VII of the Convention;”.
(b) replacing the definition of the word “company” with the following
“ “company” includes an individual, and in relation to a ship means the owner
of the ship or any other organization or person such as the Manager or
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the demise charterer, who has assumed the responsibility for the operation
of the ship from the owner and who, on assuming such responsibility,
has agreed either explicitly or implicitly to take over all the duties and
responsibilities imposed on the company by the Regulations annexed
to the STCW Convention or those of the International Safety Management
(ISM) Code or those imposed on ship-owners by the Merchant Shipping
(Maritime Labour Convention, 2006) Regulations, 2013, regardless of
whether such an organisation or individual is the same as or different
from ‘company’ as defined herein;”.
4.

Amendment of regulation 4.
Regulation 4 of the principal Regulations is amended by
(a) deleting the word “or” in paragraph (f);
(b) renumbering paragraph “(g)” as paragraph “(h)”; and
(c) inserting the following new paragraph “(g)”,
“(g) electro-technical officer; or”

5.

Amendment of regulation 8.
Regulation 8 of the principal Regulations is amended by
(a) renumbering subsections “(2)” and “(3)” as subsections “(3)” and “(5)”
respectively.
(b) inserting a new subsection (2) as follows
“(2) Every able seafarer deck serving on a seagoing ship of 500 GT or more,
shall be duly certified in accordance with Regulation II/5 of the STCW
Convention and shall hold an appropriate certificate issued by the Director
or under the authority of another STCW country.”.
(c) inserting a new subsection (4) as follows
“(4) Every able seafarer engine serving in a manned engine room or designated
to perform duties in a periodically unmanned engine-room on aseagoing
ship powered by main propulsion machinery of 750 kW propulsion power
or more shall be duly certificated in accordance with Regulation III/5 of
the STCW Convention and shall hold an appropriate certificate issued by
the Director or under the authority of another STCW country.”.
(d) replacing the expression “any Small Vessel Operator Regulations” with the
expression “Small Commercial Vessel Regulations” in subsection (5) as
renumbered pursuant to paragraph (a).
(e) inserting a new subsection (6) as follows
“(6) Every seafarer designated as an electro-technical rating on board a seagoing
vessel of 500 GT or more, shall be duly certified in accordance with
III/7 of the STCW Convention and shall hold an appropriate certificate
issued by the Director or under the authority of another STCW country.”.
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6.

Amendment of regulation 14.
Regulation 14 of the principal Regulations is amended by
(a) renumber the regulation as sub-regulation (1);
(b) adding the following new sub-regulations (2) and (3)
“(2) All seafarers serving on a seagoing ship which is required to comply with
provisions of the ISPS Code shall receive approved security related
familiarisation training in accordance with Regulation VI/6 of the STCW
Convention and Section A-VI/6 of the Code.
(3) Seafarers who have received the basic safety and security-related training
specified in sub-regulations (1) and (2) shall be required every five years
to provide evidence of maintaining the standard of competence and onboard training and experience may be accepted as a means of maintaining
the standard.”.

7.

Amendment of regulation 16.
Regulation 16 of the principal Regulations is amended by
(a) inserting the expression “and ship security” after the expression “advanced
fire-fighting” in the title to that section;
(b) renumbering sub-regulation (3) as sub-regulation (4); and
(c) inserting the following new sub-regulation (3)
“(3) Any person designated as Ship Security Officer under Regulation VI/5 of
the Convention shall be certified as competent in accordance with
Section A-VI/5 of the Code.”.

8.

Amendment of regulation 18.

Regulation 18 of the principal Regulations is amended by replacing sub-regulation (4)
as follows
“(4) A record of all certificates and endorsements which are issued under these
Regulations, have expired or have been revalidated, suspended, cancelled, or
reported lost or destroyed and any alteration of or any other matters affecting
any such certificates or endorsements, shall be kept in such manner, including
an electronic form, as the Director may require and such record shall include at
least the details specified in the Sixth Schedule and any other details which
may be specified by the IMO from time to time.”.
9.

Amendment of regulation 27.
Regulation 27 of the principal Regulations is amended by replacing it as follows
“27. Responsibilities of companies, masters and others
(1) SOLAS regulations require minimum safe manning levels to be established for
every ship, following a transparent procedure and taking into account the guidance
adopted by IMO under Assembly resolutions on Principles of Safe Manning; and for
Administrations to issue an appropriate minimum safe manning document or equivalent
to each vessel on their register as evidence of the minimum safe manning considered
necessary.
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(2) In accordance with SOLAS regulations the Director requires every company
operating a St Christopher and Nevis vessel to ensure that: (a) every seafarer assigned to any of its ships holds an appropriate certificate
in respect of any function he is to perform on that ship;
(b) every seafarer on any of its ships has had training specified in these
Regulations in respect of any function that he is to perform on that ship;
and
(c) documentation and data relevant to all seafarers employed on its ships are
maintained and readily available for inspection and include, without being
limited to, documentation and data on their experience, training, medical
fitness and competence in assigned duties.
(3) Nothing in sub-regulation (2) of this regulation shall prohibit the allocation of
tasks for training under supervision or in case of force majeure.
(4) The company shall provide written instructions to the master of each of its
ships setting out the policies and the procedures to be followed to ensure that all seafarers
who are newly employed on board the ship are given a reasonable opportunity to become
familiar with the shipboard equipment, operating procedures and other arrangements
needed for the proper performance of their duties, before being assigned to those duties.
(5) The policies and procedures referred to in sub-regulation (4) shall include(a) allocation of a reasonable period of time during which each newly employed
seafarer will have an opportunity to become acquainted with (i) the specific equipment the seafarer will be using or operating; and
(ii) ship-specific watchkeeping, safety, environmental protection and
emergency procedures and arrangements the seafarer needs to know
to perform the assigned duties properly; and
(b) designation of a knowledgeable crew member who will be responsible for
ensuring that an opportunity is provided to each newly employed seafarer
to receive essential information in a language the seafarer understands.
(6) It shall be the duty of any master and any member of a crew designated with an
obligation under sub-regulation (4) of this regulation to carry out that obligation.”.
10. Amendment of regulation 30.
Regulation 30 of the principal Regulations is amended by inserting the following new
sub-regulation (2)
“(2) If any doubt arises as to whether a conflict exists between the provisions of this
Part of the Regulation and the provisions of the Merchant Shipping (Maritime
Labour Convention, 2006) Regulations, 2013, the matter will be determined by the
Director after consultation with the concerned ship-owners and seafarers’
organisations.”.
11. Amendment of regulation 37.
Regulation 37 of the principal Regulations is amended by
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(a) in sub-regulation (2), replacing the expression “Part 3-1” with the expression
“Part 4-1”;
(b) in sub-regulation (3), replacing the expression “Part 3-2” with the expression
“Part 4-2”.
12. Amendment of regulation 40.
Regulation 40 of the principal Regulations is amended by replacing sub-regulation (2)
as follows
“(2) No person under 18 years of age shall be employed in the engine room or
boiler room of a ship.”.
13. Amendment of Second Schedule.
The Second Schedule of the principal Regulations is amended by replacing it as follows
SECOND SCHEDULE - FORM OF ENDORSEMENT
Regulation 6 (5)
Photo of
Seafarer
covered by
transparent
hologram

Coat
of
arms

ST KITTS & NEVIS
INTERNATIONAL SHIP REGISTRY

Certificate of
Endorsement

DMA
logo

Endorsement attesting the recognition of a certificate under the provisions of the Merchant
Shipping Act Cap. 7.05, giving effect to Regulation I/10 of the International Convention on
Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers 1978 as amended

The Government of St. Christopher (Kitts) & Nevis certifies that:
Number

Surname

Given names

Issuing government:
is duly recognised in accordance with the provisions of regulation I/10 of the above
Convention, as amended, and the lawful holder is authorised to perform the following
functions at the levels specified, subject to any limitations indicated until the date of expiry
shown below.
Function

Capacity

Level

Limitations applying

Limitations
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Seafarers Number: SKN0900

Date of Issue:

Date of Expiry:

Signature of authorised official:
Name of authorised official:
Date of birth of the holder of the certificate:
Signature of the Holder of the certificate:
The original of this endorsement must be kept available in accordance with paragraph 9 of
regulation I/2 of the Convention while serving on a ship.

Endorsement No. /00
The validity of this Endorsement is hereby
extended until:
Affix official stamp/seal here
Signature of a duly authorised official

Date of revalidation

Name of duly authorised official

The validity of this Endorsement is hereby
extended until:
Affix official stamp/seal here
Signature of a duly authorised official

Date of revalidation

Name of duly authorised official

The validity of this Endorsement is hereby
extended until:
Affix official stamp/seal here
Signature of a duly authorised official

Date of revalidation

Name of duly authorised official
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14. Amendment of Fourth Schedule.
The Fourth Schedule to of the principal Regulations is amended in the Form of the
Certificate set out in the Annexes to the Fourth Schedule by replacing the expression
“[Familiarization, Basic Safety Training and Instruction] [Survival Craft and Rescue Boats/
*other than fast rescue boats] [Advanced Fire Fighting] [Medical First Aid and Medical
Care] [to serve on tankers] [to serve as navigation/* engine room watch rating]” with the
expression “[Familiarization, Basic Safety Training and Instruction] [Survival Craft and
Rescue Boats/*other than fast rescue boats] [Advanced Fire Fighting] [Medical First Aid
and Medical Care] [to serve on tankers] [to serve as navigation/* engine room watch
rating] [to serve as an electro-technical rating]**”.”
15. Amendment of Ninth Schedule.
The Ninth Schedule to of the principal Regulations is amended by
(a) renumbering paragraph 1.2.1 as 1.2.2 and renumbering the following paragraphs
accordingly; and
(b) inserting a new paragraph 1.2.1 as follows
“1.2.1 SOLAS requires minimum safe manning levels to be established for
every ship, following a transparent procedure and taking into account the guidance
adopted by IMO under Assembly resolutions on Principles of minimum safe
manning; and for Administrations to issue an appropriate minimum safe manning
document or equivalent to each vessel on their register as evidence of the minimum
safe manning considered necessary.”.
(c) Replacing the annexes as follows
“ANNEX 1 TO THE NINTH SCHEDULE
APPLICATION FOR A MINIMUM SAFE MANNING CERTIFICATE

Dated the 31st day of October 2014.

RICHARD SKERRITT
Minister responsible for Maritime Affairs

GOVERNMENT PRINTERY
ST KITTS W I
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